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Transitions during melting; melting proceeds left to right.
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Consulting Office Schedule

Consulting Office hours are 08:30-11:30 and 13:00-16:00 daily (Mountain Time Zone), Monday
through Friday (except holidays). You can reach the consultants by calling (303) 497-1278.
You can also send electronic mail TO CONSULT1 on the IBM 4381 (IO) front-end computer.

Schedule of Computer Unavailability

Check the SCD Daily Bulletin for up-to-date information on equipment status. All computers
may be down from 07:00 until 08:30 daily for Systems Checkout. In addition, computers will
be down for Preventive Maintenance as follows:

CRAY,C1 Computer: 06:00-08:00, Monday and Wednesday
CRAY,CX Computer: 06:00-09:00, Tuesday and Thursday
IBM 4381 (IO) Front-end Computer: 07:00-08:30, as needed

The Record is published monthly by the Scientific Computing Division of the National Center
for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) in Boulder, Colorado. NCAR is operated by the University
Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR) and is sponsored by the National Science
Foundation. Reference to a company or product name does not imply approval or recommen-
dation of that company or product to the exclusion of others.

Robert Nicol, Editor
Diane Huntrods, Editorial Assistant
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Cover Graphic

The graphic on the cover of this issue was produced by the staff of the Administrative Services
Graphics Group on an Apple Macintosh® computer using MacDraw®. This group designs and
produces graphical output of all kinds for NCAR staff upon request, using a variety of graphics
tools ranging from old-fashioned pen and ink through high-resolution typesetting machines to
computer graphics software. (Note: This group is not to be confused with the SCD Graphics
Group, which deals with the NCAR Graphics Package).

The cover graphic was originally produced for Roy Rasmussen, then with NCAR's Advanced
Study Program and now with the Bureau of Reclamation. Roy was working with Andrew
Heymsfield of the Convective Storms Division on a theoretical model of the melting process of
hail and graupel. Roy and Andrew have co-authored a three-part article on their work that
includes the cover graphic. The article will appear in forthcoming issues of the Journal of
Atmospheric Science.

The Administrative Services Graphics Group produces numerous kinds of graphics to help
NCAR staff with their work, including everything from circuit diagrams for electronic equip-
ment to drawings of the Mesa Laboratory and environs. Their staff also created the masthead
for The Record and the SCD computer system diagrams on the covers of SCD User Manuals.
The group is headed by Justin Kitsutaka and consists of graphic artists Lee Fortier, Wil Gar-
cia, Barbara Mericle, Gaylynn Potemkin, and Michael Shibao.

' Macintosh and MacDraw are trademarks of Apple Computer Corp.
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User Services Manager Dee Copelan Leaves NCAR

by Robert Nicol

Dee Copelan, Manager of SCD's User Services Section, has left NCAR as of August 21. She is
returning to the San Francisco area after accepting a job offer from a large national brokerage
firm. "This has been a very hard decision to make," Dee said, "because my work here at
NCAR has been so challenging and rewarding. But the offer to return to San Francisco was
irresistible."

Dee came to NCAR in 1986 after working in the San Francisco operation of a major oil com-
pany. She planned and implemented the reorganization of the User Services Section to
enhance responsiveness to user needs and initiated improvements to the SCD Consulting Office,
including new facilities, walk-in service, and additional staff for user support (as detailed in the
next article). We extend our best wishes to Dee as she returns to California and hope she
meets with good luck in her new position.

SCD Director Bill Buzbee has appointed Ginger Caldwell, currently heading the User Services
Consulting Group, as Acting Manager of the User Services Section. Ginger will be continuing
the program of improving service to the NCAR user community.

Robert Nicol is the Editor of The Record.

Introducing the SCD User Support Specialist

by Robert Nicol

SCD has created a new position within the User Services Consulting Group: the SCD User
Support Specialist. Veteran SCD staff member Frieda Garcia, formerly with the SCD Division
Office, has been selected to fill the position. Frieda brings years of experience in dealing with
users and coordinating support efforts with SCD staff to her new role, as well as plenty of
enthusiasm for the challenges and opportunities it offers.

Functions of the User Support Specialist

Dee Copelan, outgoing Manager of SCD's User Services Section, recognized the need for a cen-
tral point of contact to help NCAR users with problems and questions about computing. After
the Consulting Office was reorganized and Ginger Caldwell was selected to head the Consulting
Group, the time seemed ideal to inaugurate the new position and to improve consulting pro-
cedures.

The User Support Specialist performs the following functions:

* Acts as a central point of contact for consulting inquiries.

• Provides information and documentation tailored to user needs.

* Edits and distributes the SCD Daily Bulletin to front-end computers each morning.
(Note: The Daily Bulletin is now usually available at 07:30 Mountain Time each morning
to benefit our users in earlier time zones.)
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" Orients new users and refers them to other SCD staff as needed.

" Coordinates computer-related services for visitors attending conferences and seminars at
NCAR.

" Provides consulting and training in communications software and user area equipment.

" Monitors and analyzes all user interactions with the Consulting Office staff and provides
written summaries and recommendations.

This list is not all-inclusive, but it emphasizes the most important aspect of the newly-created
position: the primary concern of the User Support Specialist is to ensure that NCAR computer
users get the help they need to perform their computing tasks in the easiest, most efficient
manner.

Frieda Garcia said she is looking forward to helping define her new role to provide the best
possible support. She added, "Before this position was created, the user support functions were
spread around among the staff, which made coordination difficult. Now that we have one per-
son to act as a central point of contact for our users, we should be able to give them better
service and make their computing work a little easier."

Frieda is interested in hearing from users, so if you have questions or comments about comput-
ing, please give her a call at (303) 497-1254, or stop by the Consulting Office and say hello
(Room 17 in the first basement of the Mesa Laboratory).

Robert Nicol is the Editor of The Record.

New CFT77 FORTRAN Compiler Now Available

by Barbara Horner-Miller

Introduction

The CFT77 (CRAY FORTRAN 77) compiler is now available for general use on the CRAY,CX
computer. This new product from CRAY Research, Inc. is written in PASCAL to provide
CRAY with a more portable compiler. The older CFT compiler was written in CAL (CRAY
Assembly Language).

During compilation, the CFT77 compiler is two to seven times slower than CFT and requires
more memory than does CFT; however, the code generated by CFT77 runs significantly faster
than that generated by CFT. After compiling with CFT77, you can expect a decrease of 10-
30% in the run time of your code. Run times of scalar codes result in more dramatic improve-
ment than those of heavily vectorized codes.

Differences Between CFT and CFT77

For a variety of reasons, numerical differences may result from using the new compiler, includ-
ing the following:

• CFT77 performs global optimization on the entire program unit rather than optimizing
on a block-by-block basis. This means that the order of executing statements may
change, which can affect numerical results.
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* CFT77 does not perform strong rounding. CFT attempted to compensate for the inaccu-

racy inherent in the division of REAL variables if the division occured in an integer con-
text. This technique led to inconsistencies, depending on whether CFT could detect

"integer" use.

* By default, CFT77 performs 46-bit integer arithmetic rather than the 64-bit integer
arithmetic used in CFT.

CFT77 includes a few other differences that you should note:

* The IMPLICIT NONE statement in CFT77 applies to implied-DO variables.

* CFT77 deletes statements that cannot be executed.

* POINTERs have a more restricted usage in CFT77 than in CFT.

* Some DO-loops that do not vectorize under CFT do vectorize under CFT77 (and vice
versa).

Using CFT77

To use the CFT77 compiler, you should first remove all of the compiler errors by compiling
without actually generating the object code. To obtain the FORTRAN listing, you must
specify ON=S. To suppress the generation of binary code, specify B=O. To turn off optimiza-
tion, specify OPT-OFF.

To compile your code with the options listed above, replace your current CRAY JCL CFT
statement with the following statements:

ACCESS,DN=CFT77,ID-=CF T7713P.
CFT77,B=O,OPT=OFF,ON-S.

Once you have resolved the compilation errors, you can change the CFT77 statement so that it
produces binary code and performs optimization:

CFT77,ON=S.

If you have problems with CFT77 (especially for those cases where execution is slower under
CFT77 than CFT), please contact Barbara Horner-Miller by sending electronic mail TO
HORNER on the IBM 4381 (IO) computer, or by calling (303) 497-1283. Editor's Note: The
next issue of The Record will include an article on initial user experiences with CFT77 at
NCAR.

Barbara Horner-Miller is a programmer and consultant in the User Services Section of SCD.
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Documentation Update

SCD Documentation

The following documentation is now available:

ECMFFT: Multiple Fast Fourier Transform Routines
Version 1.2, August 1987

This UserDoc written by Richard Valent is part of the Applications Software Series and
replaces Version 1.2 (June 1987) of the same name. The new version includes additional infor-
mation on how the transform routines work and how to use them effectively.

To order SCD documentation, send electronic mail TO MARYB on the IBM 4381 (IO) front-
end computer, or call Mary Buck at (303) 497-1232 (documentation orders and output mailing
requests only, please). Allow two weeks for delivery. Users at the Mesa Laboratory can obtain
SCD documentation from the SCD Consulting Office (Room 17, first basement).

Minutes of the SCD Users Group Meeting

July 20, 1987

Chairman Ray Bovet (HAO) called the meeting to order.

Report from the SCD Deputy Director - Margaret Drake

Margaret Drake asked Bernie O'Lear (SCD) to comment on the current status of the National
Science Foundation's NSFnet communications network. Bernie related that on June 15th, the
Division of Networking at NSF issued a solicitation for the operating management of NSFnet,
with responses due on August 14. The contract is expected to run for a five year period. Ear-
lier this year, Clifford Murino (UCAR President) and Rick Anthes (NCAR Director) asked Bill
Buzbee (SCD Director) and Harriet Crowe (UCAR) to serve on a Joint Implementation Com-
mittee (JIC) for responding to the various recommendations of the Gilman report. One of the
recommendations of this report was that UCAR should investigate the operation and manage-
ment of NSFnet when the solicitation was released. A JIC subcommittee made up of UCAR
and NCAR staff was created to address this recommendation, and this subcommittee has sug-
gested that UCAR propose to manage NSFnet. The ultimate decision to respond to the NSF
Request For Proposal was made by the executive committee of the UCAR Board of Trustees.

Questions

Bovet - If UCAR manages NSFnet, would their presence be more visible than in their
management of CSnet?

O'Lear - NSFnet has a much broader scope than CSnet. UCAR was asked to manage CSnet
for the computer science departments of a set of universities. The purpose of NSFnet is to pro-
vide scientists and engineers with a national computer communications network. Our object is
to manage this network and to provide the necessary connections between NSFnet and other
national and regional networks like Surinet, Wesnet, and so on.
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The Office Support Project- Bob MacQueen (NCAR Assistant Director)

MacQueen reported that Pete Peterson (SCD) is currently outlining a plan for office PC sup-
port. This effort is motivated by the fact that PCs are becoming more prevalent at NCAR,
with resulting difficulties in totally integrating all of the available kinds of hardware and
software into the overall environment. Because the expertise for interfaces and the knowledge
of all of the hierarchy of computing systems resides in SCD, it is logical that SCD take an
active role in supporting and interfacing these kinds of hardware and software. Therefore, the
effort that was begun in the administrative computing group has moved over to SCD. Peterson
and the others in this PC group are discussing precisely what the level and the range of SCD
activities will be in this area, such as providing certain hardware support (including PC parts)
and providing software support ranging from offering advice to the installation of software
packages.

Hardware support may cover things like providing mainstream components as well as advice
on their utilization, and coordinating bulk purchases. Software support may mean having
either internal SCD expertise or knowledge of the existence of expertise within NCAR for a
number of different software packages. Because the various skills required are distributed
throughout NCAR, the effort has to be community-wide. MacQueen feels it is appropriate for
individuals within the organization to be chartered with the responsibility for the investigation
of new approaches. He also feels that the number of software packages that can be supported
is small, and thus ought to be mainstream packages used both by scientists and administrators,
such as spread sheets, scientific/technical word processing, and Artificial Intelligence (AI) pack-
ages.

Questions

Carl Mohr (MMM) -- Will the "hardware store" service what it sells?

MacQueen - There needs to be a fine line drawn between the degree of SCD's service and the
degree of real technical maintenance. I would like to see a spares-swapping effort to locate
problems in hardware before returning parts to the manufacturer.

Gary Jensen (Manager of the SCD Operations and Maintenance Section) That is a goal of
Operations. We are currently maintaining PCs down to the component level. Some future
equipment may be selected based on whether we can acquire the schematics in order to main-
tain it properly.

MacQueen - The PC group will decide, based on past history and future directions, which
mainstream hardware is selected. The group should not constrain individuals or divisions to
acquiring certain brands or classes or configurations of hardware. However, when staff
members acquire supported machines or software packages, they should be able to get help
with installation and with interfacing to other computing systems at NCAR.

Bovet - Will there be seed money available to buy equipment that divisions can request?

MacQueen -- This idea has not moved along very far; however, there is now a fund in the
NCAR Director's Office for computing. The level of computing that goes on in NCAR calls for
resources in this area. It doesn't look like there will be a special fund devoted to PCs, but one
may be needed in the future.

The Record
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Diane Norman (ADM)- Should we continue testing different PC communications packages for
our division or is the SCD reorganization going to pre-empt the work we are doing? The test-
ing of these packages is time-intensive.

MacQueen - A great deal of expertise has been built up in your group as to how to properly
interface the Honeywell machine with other software that is available, and NCAR ought to
exploit that. I can see the PC group referring to your group those specific questions about
interfacing certain hardware to the Admin system. Therefore, your group should continue to
be aware of the different communications packages that are available.

Jim Robinson (SCD) What formalized training do you see this PC group providing?

MacQueen - I am not sure and am interested in people's input. There are some people at
NCAR who are very sophisticated in certain packages, perhaps far more than someone within
this PC group. We should exploit that knowledge and have them help train other individuals.
At a minimum, the group should be experienced enough to properly install software in the
recommended hardware configurations so that they can give the user a piece of software that
is running and stable. Some companies offer video cassette training, and we may want to
acquire a library of these.

Karon Kelley (Library) We have access to a circulating demo collection that includes
reviews taken from PC journals. I have discussed with Gary Jensen the possibility of building
our own demo library and keeping track of circulation so that we can have a resource base of
individuals who have tried them.

Bovet - Is this PC group going to be a separate section in SCD, or will certain individuals be
taking on additional responsibilities?

Peterson - It will be a combination of both; there will be three full-time positions (two in
Operations) and one part-time position devoted to this effort.

Bovet - How does this affect TEX support?

Peterson - The support for TEX will probably have to end if SCD is going to accomplish other
things that it would like to. Hopefully, we can get some good documentation for it, and we can
get certain people in each division to become experts so they can help staff in their own divi-
sions.

MacQueen - As we develop expertise in any package, we will develop a second-order user base
to provide the kind of support that Jim Robinson used to provide. A function of this PC group
should be to provide a list of in-house consultants on various software packages and pro-
cedures.

Hardware Recommendations of the UCAR/NCAR
Computer Output Committee - Ray Bovet

The Computer Output Committee (COC) was chartered by Bill Buzbee and Harriet Crowe.
The members are Bovet, Paul Bailey (ACD), Fred Clare (SCD), Bob Lackman (SCD), Darrell
Holley (SCD), Joe Klemp (MMM), and Andy Robertson (SCD). The COC has identified many
questions regarding DICOMED hardware, laser printer hardware, graphics software, and poli-
cies on charging for output. They will shortly present some suggestions for future activity in
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these areas. The committee decided to concentrate on hardware first, since there may be some
year-end money available. The original deadline for recommendations was July 1, but there
were more things to investigate than initially expected. Therefore, the committee will provide
preliminary recommendations on July 1 and will submit final hardware recommendations by
the end of July.

DICOMED Cameras

For the last ten years, SCD has been producing about a million DICOMED frames a month.
No other organization has come close to that number per camera. Despite that, SCD needs to
augment film capacity. SCD would also like users to think more carefully about whether so
many frames are needed. Currently there are two DICOMED cameras; one devoted to 35 and
16 mm black and white film, the other devoted to microfiche. The committee feels that most
of the output that comes out on film could be put onto microfiche. The reasons for using film
are when only a couple of frames are needed, and when extreme high quality is needed. The
committee recommends that the film camera be converted to microfiche because that would
increase the output. It is also less expensive to produce an equivalent number of frames on
microfiche than film, and the film represents a very small percentage of use. They also recom-
mend purchasing a color DICOMED to be used with film. In the meantime, if only a few
frames are needed, they suggest sending them to a laser printer.

Xerox Laser Printers

The COC also examined support for the Xerox 4050 laser printers. SCD originally planned to
drive them from the IBM 4381 Mass Storage Control Processor (MSCP). In practice, it
appears the printers use a significant amount of CPU time and conflict with the smooth opera-
tion of the MSCP. The committee feels there is a need to find another solution for driving
those printers. It is easier to do this with an IBM machine, since Xerox provides software to do
graphics on the laser printers that is customized for IBM machines. Also, committee members
are unaware of anyone doing graphics on laser printers who isn't driving them from an IBM
computer. Coincidentally, there is an IBM 4341 computer that will be available to take on this
task.

Questions

Question - Has any consideration been given to making the laser printers directly accessible
via Ethernet?

Bovet - The laser printers may not be directly accessible via Ethernet. However, with the
advent of the Ethernet gateway machine, all Ethernet users would be able to send jobs to be
printed or plotted over Ethernet to the gateway for forwarding to the laser printers.

Carl Mohr (MMM) What is the best solution for driving the laser printers?

Bovet - I recommend leaving them on the available IBM 4341 computer for the next year or
two. It is better to have the whole IBM 4341 processor than only a portion of the MSCP,
which does not allow the generation of output for the laser printers all day long. The COC
discussed whether limits should be placed on how much graphics output people could send to
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the laser printers but didn't resolve the question. Inherently, because of rasterization, the
work performed on the control computer that runs the laser printers is substantially more than

the work needed to drive the DICOMED.

Suggestions and Problems

Dick Sato (SCD) announced that SCD will be collecting data on the NCAR job stream via the

CRAY X-MP hardware monitor on the CRAY,CX computer. CRAY Site Analyst Tom Engel
has made it possible to monitor the entire job mix; however, users cannot use PERFMON on
their own jobs at the same time. Four days have been scheduled for this purpose (Thursday
through Sunday) during the first and last weeks in August. Notices of the actual times will be
listed in the Daily Bulletin. Any problems caused by this schedule should be reported to Dick
Sato. Results of this monitoring will be helpful in analyzing the job load here at NCAR and
may help users get better performance out of their jobs.

Chuck D'Ambra (ASP) said that occasionally some plots don't print correctly on the Imagen
laser printer; he needs a way to get hard copies from the Xerox laser printers. Darrell Holley
(SCD) replied that documentation on that subject is available from the SCD consultants.

Summary of Daily Bulletin Items

Editor's Note: The Daily Bulletin is now produced and distributed by User Support Specialist
Frieda Garcia. The normal distribution time has been moved forward to benefit users in Eastern
time zones. The bulletin is now usually available by 07:80 Mountain Time on a variety of NCAR
front-end computers, including the IBM 4881 (1O) computer (enter DAILYB to display it on your
screen). For information on accessing the Daily Bulletin on your front-end computer, contact
your system administrator.

CRAY Computers

CRAY,CX COMPUTER RECERTIFIED LAST WEEKEND
The CRAY,CX computer was unavailable for use from 06:21 on Saturday, July 25 until 05:53
MDT this morning, July 27. Technicians from Cray Research were performing a recertification
of the CRAY X-MP hardware during this period. (June 27)

Mass Storage System

CHANGE TO MSS PURGE WARNING PROCEDURES
On Monday, August 3, the procedure for notification of Mass Storage System (MSS) file purges
was changed for CMS users (on the IBM 4381 (IO) front-end computer) and UNIX users (on
any of the NCAR computers running the UNIX operating system). The MSS purge warning
messages are now sent via electronic mail to the file owner, rather than being placed in the
owner's IBM reader or UNIX RJE directory, as was done in the past. Messages that cannot be
delivered are forwarded to the CONSULT1 login on the IBM 4381 (IO) computer; the consul-
tants then try to contact the appropriate users. If you have questions about accessing your
MSS purge messages please contact the Consulting Office at (303) 497-1278. (August 3)
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DICOMED Graphics Processors

DO NOT SEND GKS CGM-FORMAT METAFILES TO THE DICOMED!
The Control Processor (PDP 11/34) driving the DICOMED film cameras does not accept files in

the Computer Graphics Metafile (CGM) format. The new Graphical Kernel System (GKS) ver-
sion of the NCAR Graphics package produces metacode files in CGM format, which cannot be

processed by the DICOMED system.

If you accidently send a CGM file to the DICOMED, you will receive film or fiche output with

an error message that indicates INCOMPATIBLE DATA was sent. This error message is the

only action taken. The system deletes the incompatible dataset. (August 5)

Miscellaneous

NEW TAPE CHECKOUT PROCEDURE
There is a new procedure in the tape library to enable users to check out tapes from the com-
puter room when neither the tape librarian or the documentation specialist (back-up for the
librarian) are available. Release cards are available in the output area. Please fill in the
requested information, read the tape removal policies and give the card to a computer opera-
tor, who will retrieve the tapes. Please use this procedure only when the tape librarian and
back-up are not available. (August 3)

NEW MICRO-COPY 10 DESK-TOP FICHE READER PRINTER CAN BE TESTED
A new Micro-copy 10 desk-top fiche reader printer is available to try out in the SCD Film
Room (room 31) until Friday, August 15. You are encouraged to test it and give the SCD
Operations staff your comments. (August 11)
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Computer Resources Allocated in July 1987

(OCE): These allocations were made from the 10% of SCD's
for University Oceanography.

computing resources earmarked

Note: A request may be supported at a lower level than requested because:

a. It exceeds the 50 GAU limit (roughly equivalent to 25 CPU hours in the Foreground 2
class) above which Panel review is required; or

b. Reviewers consider the amount of time requested to be excessive.

The Record

GAU
SCIENTIST PROJECT TITLE

Request Alloc.

David Neelin (OCE) Tropical ocean-atmosphere 10.0 10.0
M.I.T. coupled models

David J. Raymond Socorro project Doppler 34.0 34.0
New Mexico Institute radar data analysis

of Mining & Technology

Peter S. Ray Modeling of mountain 10.0 10.0
Florida State University thunderstorms

Mark Wimbush (OCE) Equatorial atmospheric 4.0 4.0
University of Rhode Island pressure effects

Brian L. Ulrickson Diurnal variations and 10.0 10.0
University of Washington pollutant transport in the

Los Angeles Basin

Howard B. Bluestein Observational studies of 10.0 10.0
University of Oklahoma severe convective storms

Roland A. Sweet FFT algorithms on 4.0 4.0
University of Colorado advanced architectures

at Denver
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